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Аннотация The peculiarities of names of Belarusian and American 

swamps made by means of semantic derivation as well 

as major ways of creating such helonyms (metonymy, 

compression, metaphor) are regarded in the article. On 

basis of linguistic data insignificance of orienting sense 

of small objects is proved. The role of a specific 

Slavonic type of semantic condensates is defined. 

 
 

It is common practice in onomastics to talk about three main processes by which a 

new onymic unit appears in a language: onymization of an appellative, transonymization of a 

proper name and borrowing
1
. In these terms the major ways and sources of replenishment of 

toponymy are identified – the names of common vocabulary, the proper names of various 

subsystems and the borrowed names. For each of the sources there is a way to transfer to a 

new subsystem of language without materially expressed formants, and another way – by 

using them. The latter group, borrowings, is at the crossroads.  If the semantic and 

grammatical means of naming are essential for the first two sources of replenishment of 

proper names (since both parts are presented by the units of the same language), then the third 

one turns out to be isolated due to the fact that they stem or affix separately, or the word in 

whole can be taken from a foreign language. On the one hand, the existence of a foreign 

language component provides a basis for sending such units to a separate group within which 

various combinations of components and the reasons for their occurrence in a word are 

considered. On the other hand, the mandatory two-component character of the process of 

cognizing and its reflection in the theme-and-rheme structure of words considers borrowings 

both as distinctive elements and as a way of naming which has its own categories, a direct 

borrowing, a tracing, and a hybridization. 

                                                 
1 Podol’skaja, N. V. Problemy onomastičeskogo slovoobrazovanija (k postanovke voprosa). 

“Voprosy jazykoznanija”. 1990, No. 3, p. 43. 
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By taking into account the nature of onym-making formants (semantic or 

grammatical) the ways of creating helonyms are differentiated. The names of swamps formed 

in the same way can use various means of naming both in transferring a name from 

appellative and proprial vocabulary to the helonymic subsystem of hydronymy (semantic 

compression, metaphor, metonymy) and in the case of appearing materially expressed 

derivational formants in the structure of the new name of a swamp (suffixes, prefixes, 

inflections, syntactic schemes). A toponymic onomatological type combines only those names 

in which the means of transferring onyms and appellatives to the group of the names of 

swamps belonging to the same type are recorded. For example, helonyms that are created by 

joining a formative suffix to a toponymic stem constitute the suffixal type. According to the 

additional formative criterion models of helonym-making are distinguished within each of the 

types. “A certain formative organization of the components of a proper name”
2
  is called an 

onymic model. 

Semantic way of naming refers to the appearance of a name in the helonymic 

subsystem without using special helonymic formants: Blr. jelka (елка) ‘fir’ > Jelka (Елка), 

vir (вір) ‘whirlpool’ > Vir (Вір). One should, however, take into account that in Slavic names 

it is often quite difficult to determine whether we deal with a suffixed appellative or with the 

name formed in hydronymy
3
. Non-affixal helonyms coincide by structure with proper names 

or common nouns on the basis of which they were derived. They can replicate the structure of 

non-derivative appellatives (Blr. Moch, Loh, Placha), or coincide by structure with derivative 

appellatives or onyms from other onymic fields (stream Žadun’ka (Жадунька) > swamp 

Žadun’ka (Жадунька)), i.e. the names that have their derivational elements. In contrast to the 

suffixed and confixed units the derivational means of helonyms formed on the basis of 

derivatives do not perform the function of onym-making and are not singled out as helonymic 

formants. 

The semantic way of onym-making is represented by three types of name creation 

without the aid of materially expressed derivational formants. These are semantic 

compression, metonymy, and metaphor. Moreover, the first of these types is conditional on 

syntagmatic relations and the two others are caused by paradigmatic relations. 

1. Semantic condensates in helonymy. A noticeable role in the helonymic subsystem 

                                                 
2
 Superanskaja, A. V. Čto takoe toponimika? Moscow, 1984, p. 175. 

3 Smal’, N. R. Hidranimija i ajkanimija Pabužža. Prablema ŭzaemadzejannja: Aŭtaréf. dys. 

… kand. filal. navuk: 10.02.01. Minsk, 1996, p. 9. 
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of hydronymy belongs to the names in which “a proper name arose from a common name 

without derivation, reflects the natural properties of the object at the time of naming”
4
: Blr. 

Topkaje (Топкае), Čystaje (Чыстае), Bielaje (Белае). However, such units are typical of the 

Belarusian names of swamps and are absent in the helonyms of the US. In the latter group an 

attributive component necessarily requires a nominal classifier: White Marsh, Muddy Swamp, 

Hog Swamp. Belarusian condensate names only assume the existence of the term because the 

name formed as an adjective can serve as a differentiator only in relation to any object of the 

area actually noted or implied in the name: an attribute does not exist by itself
5
.  

A. F. Žuravlev defines the essence of semantic compression as the “inclusion in the 

semantics of a word the meaning of another word associated syntagmatically with the first 

one, so that one of the words in a phrase takes on the meaning of the whole expressions in 

general without any substitution of the syntactic valence of the ‘remaining’ word”
6
 . Another 

thing is that you need to know the reference of the place name. 

With respect to geographical names, V. M. Mokienko uses the term semantic 

condensation (univerbation). Its use in giving proper names to the objects he explains by the 

need for “formal elimination of dialectical contradiction between the two-component name 

and the unity of its meaning”
7
. However, he ascribes a wider range of forms to the phenomena 

of condensation: for example, affixal units are also added by him to the group of condensates. 

In the works of N. K. Frolov names with implied geographical appellatives are classified as 

semantically condensed forms in terms of content, but they are called compressed forms in 

terms of form
8
. 

                                                 
4
 Podol’skaja, N. V. Problemy onomastičeskogo slovoobrazovanija (k postanovke voprosa). 

“Voprosy jazykoznanija”. 1990, No. 3, p. 43. 

5 Xaritončik, Z. A. Imena prilagatel’nye v leksiko-grammatičeskoj sisteme 

sovremennogo anglijskogo jazyka. Minsk, 1986, p. 10. 

6
 Žuravlev, A. F. Texničeskie vozmožnosti russkogo jazyka v oblasti predmetnoj 

nominacii [in] D. N. Šmelev (red.). Sposoby nominacii v russkom jazyke. Moscow, 1982, pp. 

60–61. 

7
 Mokienko, V. M. Lingvističeskij analiz mestnoj geografičeskoj terminologii (Pskovskie 

apelljativy, oboznačajuščie nizinnyj rel’ef na slavjanskom fone): Avtoref. dis. … kand. filol. 

nauk: 660. Leningrad, 1969, p. 10. 

8 Frolov, N. K. Semantika i morfemika russkoj toponimii Tjumenskogo Priob’ja. Tjumen’, 

1996, pp. 66–67. 
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Some linguists on formal grounds send attributive onyms without a geographical 

appellative to the names-ellipses arguing that “substantivization comes together with 

ellipsis”
9
. However, it seems to me that the essence of the new names is not in the fact that “a 

part of the name functions instead of the full name”
10

. The right answer may be in the fact that 

the attributive part turns out to be sufficient for functioning as a proper name. The 

geographical appellative is only formally excluded from it, but it always presents implicitly. 

As a result, the need in geographical appellative falls away in naming the object. Moreover, 

the names of small objects are always local: their reference is clear-cut for local residents who 

know and use the name in an abbreviated form without the fear of being misunderstood. The 

total number of condensates in the helonyms of Belarus is 387 units (5.5%). 

2. Metonymic helonyms. Names transferred from other terrain objects to swamps on 

the basis of semantic association by adjacency constitute the largest group of semantic 

derivatives. Toponymic metonymy is expressed in the fact that naming of one object with the 

name of another object is going on, both of the objects being connected spatially. 

2.1. Metonymic names in the helonymy of the US. American helonyms, formed by 

means of a metonymic transfer, include 3101 unit (46.59%): big cypress > Big Cypress, short 

woods > Short Woods. Most of them represent onymized appellatives, i.e. units which have 

transferred into helonymy from common lexis – 2995 units (45.11%): Bradshaw (personal 

name) brake > Bradshaw Brake, Beiser (personal name) lake > Beiser Lake. Considerably 

less numerous are the names of swamps repeating the structure of other proper names – 108 

units (1.48%): gulf Neville Bay> swamp Neville Bay, pond Holcomb Pond > swamp Holcomb 

Pond. In all cases at least two morphemes are found in the structure of a helonym: 

prehelonymic forms necessarily fix an explicit representation in the name both an identifier 

and a classifier in the American toposystem.  

2.2. Metonymical names in the helonymy of Belarus. The names of Belarusian 

swamps formed on the basis of semantic association by adjacency include 1759 units 

(24.98%): jasien’  (ясень) ‘ash’ > Jasien’ (Ясень), liebiada  (лебяда) ‘ash’ > Liebiada 

(Лебяда), stream Ihumienka (Ігуменка) > swamp Ihumienka (Ігуменка). In most cases it is 

necessary to speak about the onymization of appellatives – 1321 units (18.76%): kulik (кулік) 

‘sandpiper’ > Kulik (Кулік), sienakos (сенакос) ‘hayfield’ > Sienakos (Сенакос). 

                                                 
9
 Podol’skaja, N. V. Problemy onomastičeskogo slovoobrazovanija (k postanovke voprosa). 

“Voprosy jazykoznanija”. 1990, No. 3, p.  49. 

10
 Ibidem. 
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Transonymized proper names are found much less in this group – 438 units (6.22%): stream 

Zal’vianka (Зальвянка) > swamp Zal’vianka (Зальвянка), populated place Kukšavičy 

(Кукшавічы) > swamp Kukšavičy (Кукшавічы). 

3. Metaphorical helonyms. Metaphorical names do not occupy a significant place in 

the names of geographical objects
11

. The helonymic subsystem of hydronymy is no exception. 

The number of names formed “as a result of transferring from one object to another with real 

or supposed similarity of these objects”
12

, is extremely limited. 

3.1. Metaphorical names in the helonymy of the US. In the helonyms of the US 

metaphorical names occur more frequently than in the names of Belarusian swamps – 11 units 

(0.15%): devil’s orchard > Devils Orchard, Satan’s meditation > Satans Meditation. 

Interestingly, most of the names-metaphors are associated with the devil or its habitat – 7 

units: devil’s kitchen > Devils Kitchen, little hell > Little Hell. The “devil” theme in the place 

names appear more than once. In Russian toponymy ideas about the sacred and the evil are 

opposed, according to E. L. Berezovič, in the “motive of utility, economic value of the object 

in the structure of the toponymic version of sanctity and, accordingly, the motive of unfitness 

for use in the structure of representations about the evil ... The interpretation of Hell as a 

swamp seems to be nation-specific”
13

. As is seen from the names of American swamps, the 

“devil” theme does not skirt a relatively young American toposystem. 

3.2. Metaphorical names in the helonymy of Belarus. Among the Belarusian names 

which find correspondence in appellative and toponymic vocabulary, a very insignificant role 

belongs to metaphorical names – only 3 units (0.04%): žarnavok (жарнавок) ‘millstone’ > 

Žarnavok (Жарнавок). A reservation should be made here: a metaphorical name always 

reflects not direct, but indirect attributes of the object. So, in some cases, particularly if the 

information about naming conditions is absent, even transparent semantics can’t make 

researchers avoid recognizing multiple motivations. 

                                                 
11 Nečaj, M. N. Semantika geografičeskogo termina i ego upotrebitel’nost’ v 

toponimii. [in] M. È. Rut (red.) Nominacija v onomastike. Sverdlovsk, 1991, pp. 90–94. See 

also Paxomova, V. D. O metaforičeskix nazvanijax v toponimike. “Učenye zapiski Ural’skogo 

gosudarstvennogo universiteta. Serija filol. Voprosy toponomastiki”, 1970, vyp. 13, No. 4, pp. 

30–33. 

12
 Podol’skaja, N. V. Slovar’ russkoj onomastičeskoj terminologii. Moscow, 1988, pp. 79–80. 

13
 Berezovič, E. L. Russkaja toponimija v ètnolingvističeskom aspekte: Avtoref. dis. … d-ra 

filol. nauk: 10.02.01. Yekaterinburg, 1999, pp. 26–29. 
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